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Transmittance and photocurrent (PC) spectroscopy has been used to study absorption in bulk 2H-

MoS2 at energies close to its direct bandgap at the K-point of the Brillouin zone. Spectral lineshape

analysis using the hydrogenic exciton model, together with temperature dependence of absorption

and PC spectrum, and also bias dependence of PC, suggests that the feature previously identified as

the n¼ 2 excited state transition of the A exciton, and used to estimate its binding energy Eb, has a

different origin. The feature is reproduced in simulations only after including the recently

identified H-point exciton transition. A consistent picture, which explains Eb in terms of other

experimentally and theoretically determined parameters, emerges when excitons in bulk MoS2 are

considered as quasi 2-dimensional with Eb � 84 meV for the A exciton at the K-point. This value

when scaled appropriately matches fairly with a measured Eb of the A exciton in monolayer MoS2.
VC 2016 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4945047]

Transition metal dichalcogenide (TMD) semiconductors

such as MoS2 which form stable monolayer films have

received much attention of late, since unlike Graphene they

have a finite bandgap which is better suited for making

electronic devices.1 While bulk 2H-MoS2 is an indirect gap

semiconductor, in monolayer form, it becomes a direct gap

semiconductor with the bandgap at the K-point of the

Brillouin zone (BZ).2 Theoretical predictions suggest that

monolayer MoS2 has very large exciton binding energy Eb

ranging from3 526 meV up to 1 eV.4–7 The reported experi-

mental values are somewhat lower being 220 meV, 440 meV

and going up to 570 meV in one case.8–10 The Eb value has

important consequences for device applications. For instance,

in photodetectors and solar cells where one needs to dissociate

the exciton and move the electron and hole to different elec-

trodes for generating current in the external circuit, a small Eb

value is desirable. On the other hand, a large Eb would make a

material ideally suited for many-body physics studies involv-

ing trions, exciton-polariton condensates, and also possible

applications such as in polariton lasing.11 While the value of

Eb in monolayer MoS2 is being debated, it is also important to

reconcile it with the Eb value in bulk MoS2 at the K-point.

This is because in the Wannier-Mott hydrogenic exciton

model, Eb in a 2-dimensional (2D) monolayer film should

ideally be four times its value in a 3-dimensional (3D) bulk

solid.12 A majority of the reported experimental Eb values in

bulk MoS2 lie in the range 42 meV to 60 meV.13–16 Can the

3D Eb value lead us to the Eb value in monolayer MoS2 after

accounting for dielectric constant and effective mass changes

as one goes from bulk to monolayer? There are suggestions

that a simple hydrogenic model may not be valid for mono-

layer films.17 However could it also be that the above experi-

mental estimate of Eb in bulk MoS2 is erroneous?

There were already indications of problems with mea-

surement of Eb in bulk MoS2 in some earlier studies. In the

absorption spectrum aðEÞ of bulk MoS2, where E is the

photon energy, one sees two dominant exciton features named

A and B associated with transitions involving the conduction

band (CB) and two spin-orbit split valance bands (VB) at the

K-point of the BZ. A weaker feature13,15 seen on the high

energy side of the ground state A-exciton feature An¼1, which

we shall call A*, was identified as the first excited state An¼2

transition and used to estimate Eb. The first problem arose

when some additional weak features attributed to higher

excited states of A-exciton were taken into account, the result-

ant An¼1 energy was found to have a wrong value and this

was referred to as a ground state anomaly.18,19 The second

problem was that the feature identified as An¼2 had a Land�e-g

factor much larger in magnitude and of opposite sign com-

pared to the An¼1 feature20 which is not expected. More

recently, it has been shown21 that a feature in the photoreflec-

tance (PR) spectrum of bulk MoS2 around the same energy as

An¼2, originated from an altogether different ground state

exciton transition at the H-point of the BZ. Also, a recent the-

oretical study based on the Bethe-Salpeter equation analysis

predicted a larger value of Eb� 0.1 eV for bulk MoS2.22 In

view of the above points, it is important to reassess the experi-

mental Eb value in bulk MoS2. Here, we describe a transmit-

tance and photocurrent (PC) spectroscopy based study of aðEÞ
of bulk MoS2 at low temperatures. We first show that the

spectral feature A* in aðEÞ previously assigned as An¼2 fails

to meet the criterion for an excited state exciton transition on

several grounds. These include incompatibility of Eb esti-

mated on its basis with dielectric constant and effective mass

values, non-reproducibility of A* as An¼2 using standard line-

shape theory, different relative strengths of the An¼1 and A*

transitions in PC and absorption spectrum, their unusual de-

pendence on temperature and also on applied bias in case of

PC. By comparison with spectral lineshape simulations, we

then provide an alternative way to estimate Eb in bulk MoS2

and discuss how it relates to the Eb in monolayer MoS2.

Exfoliated C-plane oriented flakes typically 50 lm

� 50 lm in area and �100 nm thick obtained from natural

crystals of 2H-MoS2 were used for transmittance T(E)a)Electronic mail: sangho10@tifr.res.in
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measurements. They were supported on transparent double

side polished sapphire substrates which have high thermal

conductivity that aids sample cooling and simultaneously

provides insulation for electrical measurements. The mea-

surement setup had a 0.55 m focal length monochromator

coupled to a microscope arrangement built using a long

working distance (WD) objective (magnification 100�, nu-

merical aperture 0.5, WD¼ 12 mm). The samples were

cooled using a continuous flow liquid He cryostat with opti-

cal access. For T(E) measurement, the cryostat was modified

to allow measurements under the microscope arrangement,

which restricted the minimum sample temperature to 13 K.

The light source was a 75 W Xe lamp and a photo-multiplier

tube was used for detection. A reflectance measurement, per-

formed separately, was required to determine the product of

aðEÞ and thickness d. The procedure is described in the sup-

plementary material.23 PC measurements were done on

larger MoS2 pieces with area �2 mm� 2 mm, on which two

aluminum stripes with 500 lm spacing were thermally

evaporated to provide electrical contacts. Illumination of

MoS2 close to either contact resulted in the maximum short-

circuit photocurrent, the mechanism is discussed in the sup-

plementary material.23 In all measurements, the light was

chopped at 175 Hz using a mechanical chopper and phase

sensitive signal detection was performed using a lock-in

amplifier.

Figure 1 shows the absorption spectrum of bulk MoS2 at

13 K. One can see two prominent peaked features due to An¼1

and Bn¼1 exciton transitions around ETðAn¼1Þ � 1:92 eV and

ETðBn¼1Þ � 2:12 eV and a weaker feature A* in between at

1.96 eV which up till now has been identified as the An¼2

excited state A exciton transition. In 3D, the hydrogenic exci-

ton energy spectrum is given by En ¼ R�y=n2, where R�y
¼ 13:6 l�=e2

r eV is the effective Rydberg constant with l� the

reduced electron-hole effective mass ratio and er the back-

ground dielectric constant. Since Eb ¼ En¼1, one gets Eb

¼ R�y in 3D. If A* is identified as An¼2, then one directly

gets R�y ¼ 4
3

ETðAn¼2Þ � ETðAn¼1Þ� ¼ Eb � 53 meV½ for the A

exciton, which is similar to previous reports.13–16 This, how-

ever, gives rise to the first problem with the identification of

A*. As shown above, R�y can also be estimated independently

using l� and er. Bulk MoS2 is an anisotropic material with the

dielectric constant differing for light polarization parallel (k)
and perpendicular (?) to the c-axis. Reflectivity measure-

ments21,24 give er? � 20, but there are no recent experimental

estimates of erk. We therefore take erk � 8 obtained from an

average of theoretical25,26 results, to get the effective26 back-

ground dielectric constant as er ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

er?erk
p � 12:6. The elec-

tron and the top VB hole effective masses27 in bulk MoS2

at the K-point averaged along K-C and K-M directions are

m�e � 0:46 and m�h � 0:45, which gives l� � 0:23. Using

these l� and er values, one gets R�y � 20 meV, which is less

than half of the value obtained previously by assigning A* as

An¼2. The contour plot in Fig. 1 inset shows the dependence

of R�y on l� and er from which it is evident that after allowing

for reasonable errors in the above l� and er values, it would

still be impossible to get a R�y � 53 meV.

We also analysed the lineshape of aðEÞ by comparison

with simulations based on 3D exciton absorption model. In

the simulation, the ground and higher state exciton transi-

tions and the Sommerfeld factor enhanced band-to-band

transition in 3D was also accounted for. Inhomogeneous line

broadening was considered through convolution with a

Gaussian.28 The lineshape function and other simulation

details are described in the supplementary material.23 In this

simulation, we considered only the A exciton contribution

and varied the energy position of the ground state transition,

the line broadening and the oscillator strength to best fit the

An¼1 feature while keeping R�y ¼ 53 meV. Figure 1 shows

the simulation result alongside the measured aðEÞ. One finds

that while the An¼1 feature is nicely reproduced, there is no

hint of an independent peaked feature due to the An¼2 transi-

tion which has got merged with higher excited state transi-

tions leading to the exciton continuum, for this line

broadening. In fact, the simulated lineshape has a dip at the

A* feature’s position where one was expecting a peak due to

a An¼2 transition. This again points to the inadequacy of the

above model and R�y parameter in explaining the origin of

the A* feature.

We next consider the PC spectrum of bulk MoS2 which

depends not only on aðEÞ but also on processes such as exci-

ton diffusion, breakup, charge separation, and collection at

electrodes to generate current in the external circuit. Figure 2

shows the PC spectra at 15 K for different applied bias vol-

tages, where we again see features due to An¼1, Bn¼1, and

FIG. 1. Measured and simulated absorption spectrum of bulk MoS2 around

its direct bandgap at low temperature. The simulation considered only the A

exciton contribution through an inhomogeneously broadened 3D exciton

absorption model with effective Rydberg constant R�y ¼ Eb ¼ 53 meV. The

inset contour plot shows the dependence of R�y (in meV) on the background

dielectric constant er and reduced exciton effective mass ratio l�.

FIG. 2. Photocurrent spectrum of bulk MoS2 under different bias conditions

at low temperature. The inset shows a schematic of the device, where asym-

metric Schottky junctions form at the two Aluminum-MoS2 contacts, and

the measurement geometry.
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A* transitions. The spectra were scaled to get identical An¼1

strengths. First note that the strength of A* relative to An¼1

seems larger here than in the aðEÞ spectrum, indicating that

the additional processes mentioned above affect A* and

An¼1 differently. More importantly, with moderate change in

bias, the A* feature can be enhanced or diminished in

strength relative to An¼1 which cannot be explained by a

simple monotonic background signal change. If A* is An¼2,

then the small bias change should have affected it in a simi-

lar fashion as An¼1. We also studied the temperature depend-

ence of both PC spectrum and aðEÞ, and the results are

shown in Fig. 3. The weak features in PC at energies below

the A exciton feature arise from optical interference effects

and can be ignored. In general, an exciton created at a higher

excited state is expected to disappear faster with increase in

temperature since it costs less energy to ionize it. However,

here as temperature is increased, the A* feature does not die

out faster relative to An¼1; instead at 200 K in PC, the two

peaks become nearly comparable, while in absorption, there

is a clear shoulder due to A*. For a quantitative analysis

based on simulation of aðEÞ to be described later, we esti-

mated the ratio of A* to A transition strength and found it to

be 0.36 at 13 K, much larger than the expected 1=23 ¼ 0:125

if A* was the An¼2 transition in 3D, and this ratio did not

reduce even at 200 K.

The several points mentioned above suggest that the A*

feature cannot be due to An¼2 exciton transition as was pre-

viously believed. Two recent theoretical studies have indi-

cated that in bulk MoS2, the next direct bandgap after the

one at the K-point arises at the H-point of the BZ (see Fig. 4

inset) and lies close by in energy.26,29 Thereafter, a PR study

argued that two spectral features, which arise close to the A

and B transitions at the K-point but have different character

compared to them, originate from exciton transitions at the

H-point.21 A* here is around the energy where the first of the

H-point transitions were observed in PR and we therefore

assign it as such. Unlike at the K-point, excitons at the

H-point will have a large kz crystal momentum which will

influence their diffusion and transport on breakup differently

from that of a K-point exciton. This is likely to be the cause

of the different relative strength of An¼1 and A* between the

aðEÞ and PC spectrum and the different bias dependence of

A* relative to An¼1 in PC. The other important aspect we

need to consider is the effective dimensionality of the exci-

tons. Around 1970s, interest in MoS2 and other TMDs was

driven by the idea that weak van der Waals coupling along

the c-axis would make these materials good candidates for

2D physics studies even in bulk form. However, the debate

was concluded then in favor of excitons in bulk MoS2 being

3D like.30 The wrong identification of the A* feature was

probably responsible for this since it could not be explained

otherwise. But, later studies showed that properties such as

electronic density of states had 2D character.31 More recent

calculations also show that carrier effective masses are much

larger for motion parallel to the c-axis than perpendicular to

it.27 Finally, a recent density functional theory study com-

bined with Bethe-Salpeter analysis showed that even in bulk

MoS2, an exciton wavefunction was spread mostly in a sin-

gle layer perpendicular to the c-axis formed by S-Mo-S units,

reinforcing the quasi 2D character of the excitons.32 These

facts lead us to suggest that to understand aðEÞ of bulk MoS2

around its direct bandgap within the effective-mass hydro-

genic model, one must consider the system to be quasi 2D

with four exciton transitions, two each at K- and H-points.

Figure 4 shows the measured aðEÞ of bulk MoS2 along

with a simulation considering the four 2D exciton transitions,

with their individual contributions also shown separately.

The simulation included excited state and 2D Sommerfeld

factor enhanced band-to-band transitions.23 This simulated

spectrum is able to reproduce the A* feature, now identified

as the ground state exciton transition at the H-point. In trying

to match the simulation with experiment, we varied the

transition energies, oscillator strengths, and R�yðAKÞ. The

important point to note here is that a good agreement of

the simulation with the experiment is obtained with R�y
¼ 21 meV for the AK exciton, which matches very well with

what one expected independently from l� and er values. R�y
for the other three transitions were obtained by scaling based

on reduced effective mass values.23 Since in 2D Eb ¼ 4R�y ,

one gets Eb � 8468 meV for the AK exciton, taking into

account the uncertainty in R�yðAKÞ estimated from the simula-

tion. This agrees fairly with the Bethe-Salpeter analysis

result mentioned earlier which gives Eb as �0.1 eV in bulk

MoS2.22 The effective Bohr radius23 of the A exciton then

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of (a) short-circuit photocurrent spectrum

(b) absorption spectrum of bulk MoS2. The plots in (b) are vertically shifted

for clarity.

FIG. 4. Measured low temperature absorption spectrum of bulk MoS2 along

with simulation based on an inhomogeneously broadened 2D exciton

absorption model. Contribution of the individual exciton transitions AK, AH,

BK, and BH at the K- and H-point of the Brillouin zone (provided as an inset)

are also shown. Here, R�yðAKÞ was 21 meV which makes EbðAKÞ � 84 meV.
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becomes a�o ¼ aoer=l� � 29 Å, where ao is the hydrogen

atom Bohr radius. This compares well with the �25 Å radius

of the exciton wavefunction spread estimated from the

Bethe-Salpeter analysis.32 The four exciton ground state

transition energies were found to be ETðAKÞ ¼ 1:92 eV,

ETðAHÞ ¼ 1:963 eV, ETðBKÞ ¼ 2:107 eV, and ETðBHÞ
¼ 2:136 eV. The VB splitting of 187 meV and 173 meV

at the K- and H-point, respectively, follows the trend of

theoretical predictions which give them as 238 meV and

143 meV.21,26 From the parameters of the AK transitions, one

gets the direct bandgap of bulk MoS2 as �2:004 eV at 13 K.

The match between simulation and experiment is not very

good on the high energy side of the ground state exciton

transitions. This could be due to our using of an exact 2D

lineshape while the actual density of states is quasi 2D in na-

ture. The simulations, however, indicate that although broad-

ening of A and B exciton features are different, their overall

strength is the same, both at K- and H-point. Another point

to note is the rising bump in simulated aðEÞ just above

2.0 eV which arises from an unresolved AK n¼2 and higher

excited state transitions merging with the AK exciton contin-

uum. In a modulation spectroscopy measurement like PR,

spectral features arise at energies where there is sudden

change in the joint density of states. This rising bump in

aðEÞ could therefore be the origin of the unexplained feature

around 2.01 eV seen in the PR spectrum21 of bulk MoS2.

We mention here that some early reports33 showed sev-

eral weak and narrow features in aðEÞ of bulk MoS2 and

assigned them to n ¼ 3; 4; ::6 excited states of A and B exci-

tons. The main An¼1 feature there though was quite broad

(>40 meV). This is odd since our 2D exciton aðEÞ lineshape

simulations using standard theory show that even with a low

broadening23 of 10 meV, one is barely able to see the AK n¼2

transition, and it would be even more difficult in 3D.28

However, the assignment of weak undulations in wavelength

modulated reflectance spectrum18 to An¼3,4 can instead be

accounted for by wings of AH and unresolved AK n¼2 transi-

tion that are also seen in PR data21 mentioned above.

Finally, we consider the implication of the above analysis

for Eb in monolayer MoS2. Since excitons in bulk MoS2 al-

ready behave as 2D excitons, to get to the monolayer case, we

only need to account for the changed dielectric environment

and effective masses. In monolayer MoS2 erk � 2:2, obtained

as before from an average of theoretical25,26 results and er?
� 20 from experiments,24,34 which gives er � 6:6. The effec-

tive masses at the K-point do not change much from bulk, with

l� � 0:19 in monolayer MoS2 with holes in the top VB.26

Thus, we get Eb � 84 ð12:6=6:6Þ2 ð0:19=0:23Þ � 253 meV

for the A exciton in monolayer MoS2. This value is in fair

agreement with the experimental estimate of 220 meV based

on scanning tunneling microscopy.8 With these er and l� val-

ues, we get a�o � 18 Å which again compares well with the cal-

culated exciton wavefunction’s radial spread of 19 Å in

monolayer MoS2.
32

In conclusion, it was shown that the earlier identification

of the A* feature in the absorption spectrum of bulk 2H-

MoS2 as the An¼2 exciton transition and using it to estimate

Eb under a 3D hydrogenic exciton model is incorrect. To

explain the absorption spectrum of bulk MoS2 around its

direct bandgap, it is necessary to take into account exciton

transitions at the H-point of the BZ. The absorption spectrum

is best understood within the hydrogenic model when one

considers excitons in bulk 2H-MoS2 to be quasi 2D in nature,

mostly confined in layers perpendicular to the c-axis. Our

estimated Eb for the AK exciton is consistent with known

dielectric constants and effective masses. When scaled

appropriately to get the monolayer Eb, one obtains a value

close to an experimentally determined value.

The authors thank A. Raut for help with
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I: Exciton absorption lineshape
We adopt a variation of the lineshape function for exciton absorption (α) spectrum which was originally proposed

by Elliot[1] for a hydrogenic Wannier-Mott exciton model. In general α will have features due to transitions to
discreet exciton states below the bandgap and the Sommerfeld factor modified band-to-band transitions above the
bandgap. To represent a realistic situation line broadening needs to be included and previously formulations consid-
ering homogeneous broadening with Lorentzian lineshapes have been used.[2, 3] However a homogeneous broadening
is inappropriate in our case since for the A exciton feature the full-width at half-maximum is ∼ 41 meV at 13 K, while
at this temperature kBT ∼ 1 meV. Therefore inhomogeneous broadening dominates in this case and a lineshape with
Gaussian broadening would be more appropriate.[4] For such a case the expression for α in 2-dimensions (2D) after
convolution with a Gaussian is as follows
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Here ε is a dimensionless quantity related to photon energy E by ε = (E−Eg)/R∗y, R∗y the effective Rydberg constant,

a∗o the effective exciton Bohr radius and Eg the bandgap of the semiconductor. Γ̃ is the full-width at half-maximum
of the convolving Gaussian divided by R∗y. Ao is a term proportional to the oscillator strength. The electron-hole
pair forming the exciton is constrained to move in a 2D plane. L is an effective width of the system in a direction
perpendicular to this 2D plane and is required to get the dimension of α correct as 1/Length. Physically it represents
the spread of the electron-hole wavefunctions in the third dimension (along c-axis in case of MoS2). The first term
in the curly bracket in Eq.S1 represents absorption due to transitions involving discrete exciton states with indices n
and the second one due to Sommerfeld factor modified band-to-band transitions. R∗y and a∗o for an exciton are given
by

R∗y =
µe4

2h̄2(4πε)2
and a∗o =

4πεh̄2

µe2
,

where µ = moµ
∗ is the in-plane electron-hole reduced effective mass, ε = εoεr with εo being the dielectric permitivity

of free space and εr the background dielectric constant, e and mo are the charge and mass of an electron and h̄ the
Plank’s constant divided by 2π. S2D(ε) is the Sommerfeld factor enhanced unbroadened band-to-band absorption
contribution in 2D and is given by
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2
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ε]
.

For the 3D exciton case, the α spectrum is given by[4]
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Here S3D(ε) is the Sommerfeld factor enhanced unbroadened band-to-band absorption contribution in 3D and is given
by

S3D(ε) =
2π/
√
ε

1− exp[−2π/
√
ε]
.

For the purpose of fitting experimental α data using the two lineshape functions given by Eq.S1 and Eq.S2 one can
consider the expression before the curly bracket as a single variable that decides the overall strength of the transition.
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Figure S1 Simulated absorption lineshape due to only the AK exciton transition for inhomogeneuos broadening with
full-width at half-maximum of (a) 41 meV and (b) 10 meV.

Thereafter one needs to vary three other parameters, R∗y, Eg and Γ to get to the desired lineshape. The ground state
exciton transition energy is Eg −R∗y in 3D and Eg − 4R∗y in 2D case.

As has been reported before, the above lineshape functions tend to underestimate[4, 5] the band-to-band absorption
contribution, we therefore increased the latter by a factor of ∼ 2 in 2D to better match the experimental data. In
the program implemented for doing the above calculations for the case of bulk MoS2 we considered summations to
n = 50 and the upper limit for the integration as ε + 10Γ for the four exciton transitions, two each at the K- and
the H-points of the Brillouin zone. The curvature of the top two VB at the K-point in bulk MoS2 are similar and
therefore we considered identical reduced effective masses for the A and B excitons and hence R∗y were the same.
R∗y for both A and B excitons at the H-point was taken to be 1.2 times that at the K-point because of the larger
reduced effective mass at the H-point.[6] Bulk MoS2 has an indirect bandgap of ∼ 1.36 eV at low temperature.
In our measured α spectrum (Fig.1 of manuscript) the sharp fall in α below 1.92 eV shows that contribution to α
from indirect transitions is comparatively much smaller and was therefore not considered in detail in the simulations.
However a small constant background contribution possibly due to scattering losses and indirect absorption was
included. This contribution is shown by the dashed line in Fig.1 and Fig.4 of the manuscript. As such for the
same broadening ratio Γ̃, an n = 2 excited state transition is more likely to be seen in a 2D system than in 3D.[4]
In the absorption spectrum of our sample the large inhomogeneuos broadening (∼ 41 meV at 13 K for the AK

exciton transition, typical of such samples) washes out spectral features arising from higher excited state transi-
tions, however if the broadening was lower one could observe the n = 2 transition. This is indicated by the plots in
Fig.S1 where we present absorption due to only the AK exciton transition using two values of line broadening in Eq.S1.

II: Photoconductivity mechanism

As mentioned in the main text, for photocurrent (PC) measurements we evaporated two Aluminum (Al) contact
pads separated by 500 µm on freshly cleaved bulk MoS2 pieces from natural crystals which are n-type in terms of
doping. The work function ψ of the metal Al is ψAl ∼ 4.1 eV while for the semiconductor MoS2 ψMoS2 will vary
depending on the doping level which decides the position of the Fermi level (EF ). ψMoS2 for n-type MoS2 can range
from ∼4 eV (just degenerate doping with EF=EC the conduction band bottom) to ∼ 4.6 eV for near intrinsic MoS2.[7]
If ψAl < ψMoS2

then electrons from Al will flow into MoS2 till equilibrium is reached with EF becoming the same
on both sides and the formation of a Schottky barrier φB as shown in Fig.S2. When an exciton created near the
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Figure S2 (a) Band alignment and (b) Schottky barrier formation at a bulk MoS2/Aluminum interface.
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Figure S3 Short circuit photocurrent generation in an asymmetrically illuminated bulk MoS2 device with two identical Al
contacts. The thick arrows show the direction of conventional current in the external circuit.

contact diffuses closer to it, the electric field there can help break it up. The electron and hole then move in opposite
direction guided by the field. If the illumination is asymmetric, being stronger near one contact, then a net current
can flow in the external circuit that connects the two electrodes even in the absence of an applied external bias
voltage. In practice we used a tightly focussed monochromatized light spot (13 µm × 6 µm area) to excite the MoS2

sample close to an Al contact. We recorded such short-circuit PC as well as PC with applied bias which was provided
through the current-to-voltage converter (Model SR-570 Stanford Research Systems) used for the measurements. In
reality there can be surface defects states that pin EF to some value at the surface in a semiconductor.[8] In case
of van der Waals coupled solids such as MoS2 there may also be a small un-alloyed van der Waals ‘gap’ between
the metal and MoS2 at the interface[9]. These phenomena would alter the band bending picture shown in Fig.S2.
However the overall nature of the band bending can be verified as follows. The short circuit PC generated under
illumination was found to decrease as the illuminated spot was moved farther away from the contact, becoming zero
around the central region of the exposed MoS2 between the Al contacts. Then the sign of the PC reversed and its
magnitude increased again on moving to the other contact. Further, the illuminated Schottky junction was found
to act as the negative terminal of a battery for the external circuit, with current flowing as shown in Fig.S3. This
verifies that the band bending at the Al/MoS2 interface in our samples is similar to what is shown in Fig.S2 and Fig.S3.

III: Absorption measurement details
To get the absorption spectrum we performed transmission measurements with a specially made long copper cold

finger attached to a Janis ST-500 cryostat that had a flat end with a 1 mm diameter tapered hole, as shown in
Fig.S4(a). To determine the product of the absorption coefficient α(E) and thickness d we consider a transmission
geometry as shown in Fig.S4(b) (relative sizes not drawn to scale). The sapphire substrate with several tiny exfoliated
MoS2 flakes on it, was mounted on the copper cold-finger plate using thermally conducting glue. This was done under
a microscope to ensure that a large enough flake (typically 50 µm × 50 µm) was positioned near the center of the
hole. The focussed probe beam spot on the sample, which is essentially the demagnified monochromator slit image,
was 12 µm × 6 µm in size. Two measurements (i) and (ii) were made as shown which gave signal Sig1 and Sig2,
respectively. In the absence of strong optical interference effects one can express Sig1 and Sig2 as follows

Sig1 = Io(1−R1)e−αd(1−R2) Sig2 = Io(1−R3).
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Figure S4 Schematic of (a) the modified cryostat head and optical arrangement around it (b) the transmission geometry
used for absorption measurement analysis.
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Here Io includes all other common factors including response of the detector, light source, grating and rest of the
optics in the path. R1, R2, R3 represent reflectance at the shown interfaces. The ratio of the two signals is

Sig1/Sig2 = [(1−R1)(1−R2)/(1−R3)]e−αd. (S3)

Thus if R1, R2, R3 are known then one can estimate the product αd using the above equation. The refractive index
of sapphire is nearly constant nsapph ∼ 1.77 at these wavelengths, so R3 is constant and featureless. However R1 has
strong spectral features around the absorption edge[6] which cannot be neglected. R2 will also have similar spectral
features as R1 but of reduced magnitude. We can rewrite the above equation as

Sig1/Sig2 = f (1−R1)2e−αd where f = (1−R2)/[(1−R3)(1−R1)].

Our calculations using data from Ref.[6] shows that f is nearly a constant ∼ 1.48. If one is not interested in the
magnitude of αd then as a first approximation one can neglect f . However a quick estimate of f can be made using
the real part of the background refractive index of MoS2 (nMoS2

∼ 4.5) along with that of sapphire to determine the
“average” R1, R2, R3 values using R = (ni−nj)2/(ni+nj)

2. This also gives f ∼ 1.48 which we used. Therefore now
one only needs the R1 spectrum for further analysis, which was measured as follows. We reconfigured our high spatial
resolution spectroscopy setup by changing the positions of the detector and the light source to enable reflectance
measurements. The general arrangement is similar to the schematic given in Ref.[10] but the components used are
different. For this measurement we also mount a small piece of polished Si (undoped) wafer on the sapphire substrate
near its edge. We then measure reflectance signal of the MoS2 sample at different temperatures and also of the Si
piece (only at room temperature). The refractive indices and reflectance of Si is well known[11] and we use it along
with the measured Si wafer reflectance signal to determine the system response and use it to obtain the R1 spectrum.
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